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ABSTRACT
We have explored the electromechanical properties
of DNA by using an electric field to force single
hairpin molecules to translocate through a synthetic
pore in a silicon nitride membrane. We observe a
threshold voltage for translocation of the hairpin
through the pore that depends sensitively on the
diameter and the secondary structure of the DNA.
The threshold for a diameter 1.5_d_2.3nm is
V`1.5V, which corresponds to the force required
to stretch the stem of the hairpin, according to
molecular dynamics simulations. On the other hand,
for 1.0_d_1.5nm, the threshold voltage collapses
to V_0.5V because the stem unzips with a lower
force than required for stretching. The data indicate
that a synthetic nanopore can be used like a
molecular gate to discriminate between the sec-
ondary structures in DNA.
INTRODUCTION
Conformational changes in a molecule are implicated in
many biological processes. For example, during transcrip-
tion RNA polymerase recognizes and binds to a promotor
region on double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) and then
unwinds it, dissociating 17bp in the process (1). This
transition from dsDNA to single-stranded DNA
(ssDNA), called the helix-coil transition, is vital to
biology. Single molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS) has
been used to analyze the process, revealing a dichotomy in
the forces required to induce the transition. The force
required to dissociate base pairs is diﬀerent depending on
whether the DNA is unzipped by pulling parallel to the
bases, or stretched by pulling transverse to the base-pairs.
Depending on the sequence, about Funzip=10–30pN of
force is required to unzip dsDNA (2–8). On the other
hand, when a single molecule of dsDNA is stretched
beyond its contour length, it undergoes a cooperative
transition near Fstr=60–70pN in which the DNA
doubles (1.7 ) in length (9–12). This overstretch-
ing transition has been interpreted as force-induced
melting in which the two DNA strands break apart and
unwind (9).
Synthetic nanopores can be used to accomplish both
types of measurements because large forces can be applied
using the electric ﬁeld in the pore, and because the
diameter of the pore can be controlled with sub-
nanometer precision. SMFS is usually accomplished
using the tip of an AFM cantilever or an optical tweezers,
and generally involves a molecule under test that is
tethered at one end to a force probe and anchored at the
other to a surface or another molecule so that the load is
variable (1). But throughput (measurements/second) is
abysmal, which usually forestalls a direct comparison with
ensemble-averaged measurements. Instead of these tools,
we use a nanopore in a silicon nitride membrane. Both
synthetic nanopores like this and proteinaceous pores in a
lipid bilayer have been used before for force spectroscopy
(10,13–18). This strategy does not require a molecular
tether or anchor, and the loading rate or the force can
be held constant and range up to 1 nN/ns, while
maintaining high throughput ( 1000molecules/s). What
is more important, a synthetic nanopore aﬀords us the
opportunity to constrain the transverse motion of the
molecule on a sub-nanometer scale through control of
the diameter (19).
We have previously explored the electromechanical
properties of DNA using the electric ﬁeld to force single
molecules to translocate across a silicon nitride membrane
through a pore (10,13). When a voltage is applied in a
bi-cell across a membrane with a pore in it, polyanionic
DNA immersed in electrolyte at the cathode diﬀuses
toward the anode and is eventually driven into the pore by
the electric ﬁeld. The force due to the ﬁeld acting on the
strand impels DNA to bend and stretch within the pore.
We have shown that for low electric ﬁelds E50.2MV/
cm=200mV/10nm, ssDNA can permeate pores with
diameters  1.0nm, while dsDNA only permeates pores
with diameters  2.5nm. For pores 52.5nm in diameter,
there is a threshold for permeation of dsDNA that
depends on the electric ﬁeld and pH. Molecular dynamics
indicates that the ﬁeld threshold originates from a
stretching transition in DNA that occurs under the force
gradient in a nanopore.
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dsDNA, we observe a threshold voltage for translocation
of the molecule through the synthetic pore that depends
sensitively on the pore diameter and the secondary
structure of the DNA. Nucleic acid hairpins or stem-
loops, formed from self-complementary sequences, are
found regularly in DNA and RNA secondary structure
(1). The structure of a hairpin is not static, however; there
is a folded (closed) conformation and unfolded (open or
melted) state (20–23). The folded (closed) conformation is
characterized by a low enthalpy due to base pairing in the
stem, while the open state has high entropy due to the
large number of conﬁgurations available to ssDNA. We
ﬁnd that the threshold voltage to induce a translocation of
hpDNA through a pore with a diameter 1.55d52.3nm is
V41.5V, corresponding to the force required to stretch
the stem of the hairpin, according to molecular dynamic
simulations. On the other hand, for pores with diameters
1.05d51.5nm, the threshold collapses to V50.5V
because the stem unzips with a lower force. These data
indicate that a synthetic nanopore can be used like a
molecular gate to discriminate between the secondary
structures in DNA.
EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATION METHODS
This eﬀort demands synthetic pores ranging from 1 to
2nm, comparable in diameter with hpDNA—the smallest
synthetics ever made. The experimental procedures used
to fabricate and characterize the synthetic nanopores are
described in detail elsewhere (19). We started by measur-
ing the thickness of the Si3N4 membranes using Electron
Energy Loss Spectrum (EELS) and tilted Scanning
Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM). Membranes
that were nominally 10nm showed a range of thickness
from 9 to 15nm. A single nanopore is created in a
membrane by stimulated decomposition and sputtering
using a tightly focused electron beam in a JEOL 2010F
STEM operating at 200keV. Figure 1a shows transmis-
sion electron micrographs (TEM) of three pores:
0.8 1.0 0.2nm (red); 1.2 1.4 0.2nm (blue); and
2.1 2.2 0.2nm (black) diameter—the shot noise
observed in the area identiﬁed as the pore is indicative
of perfect transmission of the electron beam through
the membrane. Although it is not unique, a simple model
for the 3D structure of the pore consists of two
intersecting cones each with a cone angle that ranges
from 108 to 208 (19).
To further characterize the pore, we measured the
electrolytic current as a function of the electrochemical
potential applied across the membrane. Membranes
including these pores were mounted in a membrane
transport bi-cell made from acrylic using silicone o-rings
coated with PDMS to seal the membrane to the acrylic
(with 45.0 0.2T resistance). The membrane separates
two reservoirs in the bi-cell: a 40ml volume on the cis-side;
and a 15ml volume on the trans-side. Each reservoir
contains microﬁltered and buﬀered (10mM Tris, pH 8.0)
1M KCl and a Ag/AgCl electrode that is connected to an
Axopatch 200B ampliﬁer used in resistive feedback mode.
Figure 1. Characterization of synthetic nanopores. (a) TEM micro-
graphs taken at a tilt angle of 0
8 of three nanopores: 0.8 1.0nm (red),
1.2 1.4nm (blue) and 2.1 2.2nm (black) diameter, sputtered with
a tightly focused high-energy electron beam in nominally 10nm thick
Si3N4 membranes. The shot noise observed in the area identiﬁed as
the pore is indicative of perfect transmission of the electron beam
through the membrane. (b) I–V characteristics of the nanopores
shown in (a) taken in 1M KCl solution. Line ﬁts yield conductances
of 1.13 0.03 nS, 1.98 0.03 nS and 3.20 0.03 nS for the three
pores, respectively. The conductance apparently does not scale with
the crosssection of the pore directly. (c) The electrolytic current
through the 1.2 1.4nm pore shown in ﬁgure as a function of time
with the membrane voltage at V=0.5V. The open pore current at
this voltage is  0.9nA; the transients in the current are associated
with 150 hpDNA interacting with the pore. Long duration
transients 410s and transient currents greater than the open pore
current 4I0 are observed. The variations in current associated with
the transient are above the noise level associated the measurement
system (red).
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minimize the secondary structure in the hairpin; increase
the closing rate for the loop (20); and economize on the
computer time required for simulation of the results.
‘LabView’ software is used to measure the electrolytic
current at 23.5 18C and to apply voltages in range
of  5V.
With a voltage applied across the membrane, we
observed an electrolytic current through the pore.
As illustrated by Figure 1b, the I–V characteristics
were approximately linear—line ﬁts to the data
indicate conductances: 1.13 0.03nS, 1.98 0.03nS and
3.20 0.03nS, for the three pores shown in Figure 1a,
respectively. But it is apparent that the conductances do
not scale linearly with the cross-section of the pore inferred
from TEM. We have analyzed similar measurements using
molecular dynamics to estimate the ion mobility, and then
solved coupled Poisson–Nernst–Planck and the Stokes
equations self-consistently for the ion concentration,
velocity and electrical potential. We ﬁnd that the measure-
ments are consistent with the presence of a ﬁxed negative
charge in the pore and a reduction of the ion mobility due
to the ﬁxed charge and the ion proximity to the pore wall
(19). The I–V characteristic is not always strictly linear
either as evident from the deviations from the lines ﬁt
through the data at low voltage. Nonlinearities and
rectifying behavior have been attributed by Siwy (24,25)
to asymmetry in the pore geometry with an excess of ﬁxed
surface charge in the lumen.
After characterizing electrolytic transport through the
pore, a solution containing hpDNA was injected at the
(negative) Ag/AgCl cathode and the current through
the pore was measured. We used Polyacrylamide Gel
Electrophoresis (PAGE) puriﬁed hairpins (IDT, Ames,
IA, USA) at a concentration of 0.1mg/ml buﬀered in
10mM Tris, 1M KCl, pH 8.0 solution. To form the
hairpin, the solution was ﬁrst heated to 758C for 10min
and then quenched to 48C. The hairpins used in these
experiments were designed to satisfy speciﬁcations on
stability and persistence length in the loop, while avoiding
undesirable secondary structures. Bulk measurements
such as calorimetry and melting assays reveal some of
the rules governing the stability of hairpins (12,14).
Among other things, the stability is aﬀected by: the base
composition of the paired region; the length and
constituency of the loop; and the number of mismatches
or bubbles the stem-loop contains. G–C pairings are more
stable than A–T because of an extra hydrogen bond.
Loops smaller than 3 bases are sterically forbidden, while
larger loops with no secondary structure are also
unstable—the optimal loop tends to be 4–10bp long.
A hairpin loop consisting of adenosine repeats leads to
lower rates and higher activation energies associated with
closing (23), which is undesirable for these experiments.
Poly(A) adds  +0.5kcal mol base
–1 due to the enthalpy
due to base stacking, while poly(T) is purely entropic
(23, 26). On the other hand, we are motivated to use a
poly(A) overhang to control the secondary structure. It is
well known that poly(A) exists in single or double helical
form in aqueous solution depending on pH (27), and the
single helical structure prevails for neutral or alkaline pH
used in these experiments. All of these considerations
along with the requirements for qPCR, prompted us to
investigate two types of hpDNA:
(i) The ﬁrst 150-mer hairpin has a single stranded
overhang (50-mer poly-dA) of DNA, and a 12bp
long stem containing an intervening 76-base loop
with the following sequence (the self-complementary
parts are indicated in bold italic): 50-GCTCTGTT
GC TTGGGCGCGT TATTTATCGG AGTTGC
AGTT GCGCCCGCGA ACGACATTTA TAA
TGAACGT GAATTGCTCA ACAGTATGAA
GCAACAGAGC AAAAAAAAAA AAAAAAA
AAA AAAAAAAAAA AAAAAAAAAA AAAA
AAAAAA-30. This hairpin design yields a stable
hairpin (G=–19.3kcal/mol=–32kBT) with
a ﬂexible loop with some secondary structure
[http://frontend.bioinfo.rpi.edu/applications/mfold/,
(28,29)]. We expect the DNA in the loop to show a
very short persistence length (52nm) making it
ﬂexible enough to penetrate to the high electric ﬁeld
deep in the lumen of the pore.
(ii) The second 110-mer hairpin has a single-stranded
overhang consisting primarily of a 50-mer poly dA
strand of DNA, and a stem 10bp long containing
an intervening 6 base loop with the following
sequence (the self-complementary parts
are indicated in bold italic): 50-GCTCTGTTGC
TCTCTCGCAA CAGAGCATGA ACG TGA
AAAG GTCTACAGTA AAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAA AAAAAAAAAA AAAA AAA
AAA AAAAAAAAA GAA TCG CAG TG-30. This
hairpin design yields a loop-stem that is less stable
(G = –11.6kcal/mol = –19kBT) than its 150-mer
counterpart with a 6bp loop that frustrates the
formation of secondary structures [http://frontend.
bioinfo.rpi.edu/applications/mfold/, (28,29)].
Associated with these hairpins interacting with a pore,
we often observed transients superimposed on the open
pore electrolytic current. Figure 1c shows a transient
associated with the ﬁrst 150-mer hpDNA interacting with
the 1.2 1.4nm pore shown in Figure 1a. We do not
observe transients in the open pore current without DNA
at the negative electrode (as indicated by the red trace in
the same ﬁgure taken at 0.25V without any hpDNA at the
negative electrode) (30). It is apparent that the observed
current transients as well as features observed during the
event are easily resolved from the electronic noise
(red trace), but the narrow bandwidth (10–100kHz) of
the current ampliﬁer coupled with the capacitance of the
membrane we used for these measurements precludes the
observation of transients shorter than 10–100ms.
Because of the limited bandwidth, to determine if DNA
injected at the cathode permeates the membrane through
the pore, we analyzed the extract taken from the anode
using PCR analyzed by gel electrophoresis along with
quantitative PCR (qPCR). The DNA was concentrated
with an Amicon Ultra-4 centrifugal ﬁlter (Millipore,
Bedford, MA, USA), and the buﬀer was exchanged to
water on the same ﬁlter. Ten microliters of the resulting
1534 Nucleic Acids Research, 2008, Vol. 36, No. 5solution were used for the reaction. The PCR reagent
system was obtained from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA,
USA), the sequence speciﬁc primers were synthesized by
IDT (Ames, IA, USA). After PCR, the ampliﬁed DNA
was analyzed by gel electrophoresis run on a 2.0% agarose
gel at room temperature. The number of DNA copies that
permeated the pore was also determined by qPCR. Two
PCR primers were designed to amplify a 66bp region
within a 150 base target sequence. A TaqMan probe was
designed to map to an 18-base segment within this 66bp
target sequence and labeled with an FAM reporter dye at
the 50-end and with a black hole quencher dye at the
30-end.
To complement the experimental work, we also
simulated the measurements using two sets of molecular
dynamics simulations. In the ﬁrst set, a uniform electric
ﬁeld is applied to a pore in a 20.0nm-thick Si3N4
membrane containing a hpDNA molecule to study the
dependence of the electrolytic current on the molecule’s
conformation. In the second set of simulations, the eﬀect
of the pore geometry on the pathway of the helix-coil
transition is probed by pulling the hpDNA through four
diﬀerent pores in 2.3nm-thick Si3N4 membranes.
For the ﬁrst set of simulations, a microscopic model of a
Si3N4 pore was built by replicating a unit cell of the
b-Si3N4 crystal (31) to form a prism with a hexagonal
cross-section of 50.1nm
2 in the xy-plane and thickness of
20.0nm along the z-axis. We have shown previously (10)
that the electric ﬁelds within pores of diﬀerent length fall
along the same curve when the position is expressed in
units of the pore length. So, we chose a pore length of
20.0nm to serve as a model system for nanopores in
the 10–30nm-length range. By removing silicon and
nitrogen atoms, a double-cone pore was formed in the
membrane with a diameter given by d(z)=d0+2jzjtan(g),
where z=0 is the center of the prism, d0=2.0nm is the
constriction diameter, and g=108 is the angle that the
cones make with the z-axis. A hpDNA model with a
50-base poly(dA) coil, a 10bp stem, and a 6-base loop
was generated with the following sequence (the self-
complementary parts are indicated in bold italic):
50-A50CGAGACAACGCTCTCTCGTTGTCTCG-30. The
Si3N4 structure was merged with the hpDNA model in
four conformations (Figure 3) by rigid-body transforma-
tions and mapping of the molecule’s coil to a smooth
spline curve. The resulting ﬁve structures, four containing
hpDNA and one only an empty pore, were then solvated
in a volume of pre-equilibrated TIP3P water molecules.
Potassium and chloride ions were added, corresponding to
a concentration of 1.0M KCl. The ﬁnal systems included
about 180000–200000 atoms.
For the second set of simulations four Si3N4 membranes
were generated in the same way as for the electrolytic
current simulations except that the thickness of the
hexagonal prism was 2.3nm. This thickness was chosen
because it allowed for the greatest eﬃciency of the
computation, while maintaining the geometry of the
pore near the constriction. Pores were formed in each in
the shape of a conic frustum with the smallest diameter at
z=–1.15nm and the largest at z=+1.15nm. The
diameters of the four pores respectively varied from 1.0
to 1.8nm, 1.3 to 2.1nm, 1.4 to 2.2nm and 1.6 to 2.4nm.
The hpDNA model had the same sequence as above
except that the coil had been trimmed to just four adenine
bases. The model was placed within each pore, with the
helix above the Si3N4 membrane and the coil penetrating
the pore (Figure 6). A 1.0M KCl solution was added to
each system as before, yielding about 50000 atoms.
All systems constructed underwent 2000 steps of energy
minimization followed by gradual heating from 0 to
2958K in 2ps. Each system was equilibrated in the NpT
ensemble (i.e. with particle number N, pressure p and
temperature T ﬁxed) for 0.5ns. Our MD simulations were
performed using the program NAMD2 (32), periodic
boundary conditions, particle mesh Ewald full electro-
statics and multiple time stepping (33), the AMBER (34)
force ﬁeld describing DNA, water and ions, and a custom
force ﬁeld (10) describing the Si3N4 membrane. The
integration time step chosen was 1fs. The equilibration
in the NpT ensemble was performed using the Nose ´ –
Hoover Langevin piston pressure control (35) to obtain a
pressure of 1.00atm and Langevin dynamics to maintain
a temperature of 2958K. Van der Waals energies were
calculated using a smooth (1–1.2nm) cutoﬀ.
For the ﬁrst set of simulations—those to determine the
electrolytic current—a uniform external electric ﬁeld was
applied to produce a 4V voltage drop along the z-axis of
the systems. The simulations were performed at ﬁxed
volume and with Langevin dynamics applied only to the
Si3N4 membrane to maintain a temperature of 2958K
despite heating due to current ﬂow. Each of the ﬁve
systems was simulated for more than 15ns to obtain a
steady current.
The second set of simulations used steered molecular
dynamics (36) to pull the hpDNA through the pore. The
phosphate on the 50 end of the hpDNA was attached by a
harmonic spring to a dummy atom that moved in the
negative z-direction at a rate of 1.0nm/ns. The simulations
were performed in the NVT ensemble with the tempera-
ture and volume ﬁxed in the same way as for the ﬁrst set of
simulations.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We measured the permeability of hpDNA through
nanometer–diameter pores in nominally 10nm thick
Si3N4 membranes as a function of the applied voltage.
Figure 2 delineates the variety of current transients
observed when the 150-mer hpDNA interacts with the
1.2 1.4 0.2nm pore (blue) shown in Figure 1a over the
range of bias voltages used in these experiments (which
corresponds to voltages above and below threshold). The
long duration of the current transients is extraordinary,
even though they represent only a fraction of those
observed during a typical measurement. We previously
reported that ﬁeld-driven translocations of the ssDNA
cause temporary blockades of the open current I0 through
the pore lasting for only few milliseconds (30). For
example, the translocation velocity of unbound DNA
through a large diameter 45nm synthetic pore is
estimated to be 41bp/ns at these voltages (31,37,38)
Nucleic Acids Research, 2008, Vol. 36, No. 5 1535implying that the duration of a translocation is50.1ms for
100bp DNA. In contrast, we observe transients with a
duration 410s associated with the hpDNA, which is
unprecedented for a synthetic pore.
For an interval this long (410s), it is possible that more
than one hairpin interacts with the pore at the same time
at low voltage. The capture rate of a perfectly absorbing
hemisphere of radius r with a diﬀusive ﬂux impinging on it
is given by: 1/  =2 C0Dr, where C0 10
14cm
–3 (300nM)
is the hairpin concentration and D 10
–7cm
2/s is the
diﬀusion coeﬃcient of the hairpin in electrolyte. The
capture radius is proportional to the distance at which
the electrophoretic drift velocity is comparable to
the average diﬀusion velocity: i.e. r1Cod
2mE/4D, where
m is the mobility and E is the maximum electric ﬁeld
in the pore (39). Therefore, 1=  / d 2C 2
0 E, so that
105 5100ms for voltages between 100mV and 1V,
which is consistent with the (upper bound) estimate of
the inter-arrival time extracted from observations of the
current transients   1.8s at 500mV. Therefore, the
duration of these events may represent an extended
residence time of one or more hairpins over the pore
that terminates either through translocation or with the
hairpin(s) uneventfully exiting the pore due to thermal
agitation.
Figure 2 also shows transients with a current greater
than the open pore current, I0. The red trace shows the
typical open pore current, I0=0.92nA, at V=0.5V.
Apparently, the current can exceed I0 (represented by the
dotted line in Figure 2a–d) beyond the noise in the
measurement for an extended duration. This observation
is also surprising. Currents 4I0 have been observed before
(16,30,31,40) and attributed to a local enrichment of
electrolyte near the pore due to counter-ions responding to
the molecular charge, but not at the 1M KCl concentra-
tion used in these experiments. With pores this small,
previous experience (30,31) indicates that a current
transient cannot be unequivocally interpreted simply as
the translocation of a hairpin across the membrane as it is
in a-hemolysin, for example. Instead, we hypothesize that
the transients are caused by hairpin molecules modulating
the current through the pore, and that the modulation
depends on the molecular conﬁguration relative to
the pore.
In support of this hypothesis, molecular dynamics
reveals that the pore current is a function of the position
and conﬁguration of a hairpin. The results of MD
simulations shown in Figure 3 represent the dependence
of the pore current on the conﬁguration of the hairpin
over a pore with a 1.9 2.1nm cross-section in a 20nm
thick nitride membrane with an applied transmembrane
bias of 4V. Each steady-state current value shown was
obtained by averaging the current in the corresponding
MD trajectory (412ns) from t=7ns to the end of the
simulation, except for the system shown in Figure 3c
where the averaging began at 6ns. Notice that the open
pore current shown in Figure 3a is I0=5.81 0.08 nA,
but with the hairpin in the vicinity of the pore, the
electrolytic current changes dramatically depending on the
relative position. For example, in Figure 3b the hairpin
blockades the pore resulting in a minimal current of
Figure 2. Current traces showing blockades and enhancements beyond
the open pore value. (a) The electrolytic current through the 1.2 
1.4nm pore shown in Figure 1a as a function of time with the
membrane voltage at V=0.5V. The open pore current at this voltage
is  0.9nA (red); the transients in the current are associated with 150-
mer hpDNA interacting with the pore (blue). Long-duration transients
410s and transient currents greater than the open pore current 4I0
are observed. (b), (c) and (d) show representative currents trace taken
from the same pore at observed V=1.0V, 1.5V and 2.0V,
respectively. The same features, which we associate with the secondary
structure in the hairpin, are observed above and below threshold.
1536 Nucleic Acids Research, 2008, Vol. 36, No. 52.88 0.09 nA, a blockade of about I/I0 =  50%. Also
notice that in Figure 3d, the hairpin blocks the entrance to
the pore, yet the pore current assumes a value close to the
open pore current. And ﬁnally, in Figure 3e, we see that
the current through the pore can exceed the open pore
value (by I/I0=+13%), indicating that a positive
current transient is possible even when a hairpin assumes
this position near the entrance to the pore on the cis-side
of the membrane.
Neither the enhancement of the current over I0
represented in Figure 3e or the blockade current shown
in Figure 3b match the corresponding experimental values
indicated in Figure 2, but they are only supposed to be
representative of a 2nm pore in a 20nm membrane.
Generally, our simulations indicate that the ion concen-
tration in the region on the cis side of the pore within
 6nm of the constriction is less than in the bulk, dropping
below 0.2M for K
+ and 0.5M for Cl
– for a 1M KCl
solution, which is consistent with the results of Folgea
et al. (41) Dilution of the electrolyte concentration in the
vicinity of the pore makes current enhancement more
likely by increasing the disparity with the molecular
charge. An enhancement of 100% suggests that ion
concentration may be depleted more than indicated in
the simulation or that more than one DNA molecule is
in the vicinity of the pore. And since we measure a
smaller pore diameter than we actually simulate, we
expect a larger percent blockade current in the experi-
mental data.
Due to the dependence on the molecular conﬁguration
relative to the pore and the limited bandwidth of the
measurement, a current transient is not an unambiguous
signature of a translocation across the membrane through
the pore. So, to establish unequivocally if hpDNA injected
at the cathode permeates the membrane through the pore,
the DNA near the anode was analyzed using qPCR along
with PCR analyzed by gel electrophoresis. Along with
each gel array, we also ran control experiments containing
no DNA, a molecular weight (MW) reference denoted as
‘100bp ladder’, which contains a spread of DNA MW
I0=5.81±0.08 nA
(I/I0 =1.0)
I=2.88±0.09 nA  
(I/I0=0.49±0.02)
I=3.9±0.3 nA  
(I/I0=0.64±0.06)
I=4.9±0.1 nA  
(I/I0=0.85±0.02)
I=6.6±0.1 nA  
(I/I0=1.13±0.03)
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 3. Molecular dynamics simulations showing the dependence of the pore current on the conﬁguration of the hairpin over the pore. Note that
the thickness of the membrane is 20nm and the pore diameter is 2nm, both larger than the corresponding values used in the experiments shown in
Figure 2. (a) The open pore current is I0=5.8 1 0.08 nA corresponding to an applied voltage of 4V. (b–e) show the variation in the pore current,
I, with molecular conﬁguration. Notice in (b) that a blockade of the pore results in a minimal current of 2.88 0.09 nA through the pore. Also notice
that in (d) the hairpin blocks the entrance to the pore, yet the pore current still assumes a value close to the open pore current. Finally, in (e) see that
the current through the pore ‘exceeds’ the open pore current value.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2008, Vol. 36, No. 5 1537consisting of 15 blunt-ended fragments between 100 and
 1500bp in multiples of 100bp is also included, and
various dilutions of DNA ranging from 10 to 100000
molecules per batch to test the copy number.
We ﬁnd that a synthetic nanopore acts like a molecular
gate that discriminates between DNA according to the
secondary structure. The gel arrays shown in Figure 4b–d
illustrate the permeation of dsDNA, and the 150-mer and
110-mer hpDNA through the 2nm (2.0nm 1.9nm)
diameter pore pictured in Figure 4a. Each lane in the gel
array is denoted by the corresponding voltage applied
across the membrane. In particular, the ﬂuorescent bands
in Figure 4b indicate that 110-mer hpDNA is collected
at the positive electrode only for V42.50V; below this
threshold voltage the translocation of 110-mer hpDNA
across the membrane cannot be detected. On the other
hand, the 150-mer hpDNA, which is nominally more
stable, permeates the same pore for V42.00V. In
contrast, the stiﬀer 105bp dsDNA permeates the same
pore only for V43.0V, in correspondence with pre-
viously reported measurements obtained on a similar pore
(10,13). That earlier work attributed this threshold to the
stretching transition in dsDNA (11,12). So, apparently the
threshold voltage is not a measure of molecular stability
alone. Rather, the more ﬂexibility or disorder in the
loop—the deeper it penetrates into the pore and the lower
the voltage threshold.
We systematically investigated hpDNA permeability
through a membrane as a function of the pore diameter,
using diameters small enough to forestall the translocation
of dsDNA, while at the same time allowing ssDNA
to easily permeate the membrane through the pore
(i.e. d52.4) (10,13). The gel arrays shown in Figure 5a
unambiguously illustrate the permeation of the 150-mer
hpDNA through the three pores shown in Figure 1a.
Figure 5a shows 150-mer hpDNA that is collected at
the positive electrode; each lane in the gel array is
denoted by the corresponding voltage applied across the
membrane. We observe a threshold voltage for the
translocation of 150-mer hpDNA across the membrane
through the pore that depends on the pore diameter.
In particular, the ﬂuorescent bands indicate that
hpDNA translocates only for V 0.5V for a 1nm
diameter pore, while for V50.5V only the unreacted
Figure 5. Threshold voltage for hairpin translocation depends on the
pore diameter. (a) Gel arrays containing eight horizontal lanes with
bands indicating 150-mer hpDNA found as a function of the bias
voltage, V, in a bi-cell corresponding to the three pores shown in
Figure 1a. The 150 hpDNA permeates the 2.2nm pore only for
V41.60V; hpDNA permeates the 1.4nm pore only for V41.50V;
and hpDNA permeates the 1nm pore only for V40.5V. For
reference, a 100bp ladder is shown in the top lane of each gel. The
(+) lane shown for the 2.2nm pore is a positive control showing
the DNA at the negative electrode in the bi-cell. Notice that there
are two bands: one corresponding to unampliﬁed DNA and another
showing an ampliﬁed portion of the original hairpin. (b) qPCR
results indicate the number of 150-mer hpDNA (hp150) copies that
permeate the membrane through the pores in (a) and are subsequently
found at the positive (+) electrode in a bi-cell as a function of the
voltage across the membrane. (c) A summary of the dependence of the
threshold for permeation of 150hp on the easy axis of the pore. The
threshold for d 1.6nm is supposed to be associated with the stem of
the hairpin stretching in the pore to facilitate the translocation, while
the collapse of the threshold when d51.5nm is supposed to be due to
unzipping of the hairpin.
Figure 4. A synthetic nanopore is like a molecular gate. (a) A
transmission electron micrograph of a 2.0 1.9nm pore in a nominally
10nm thick nitride membrane. (b) A gel array indicating that 110-mer
hpDNA (10bp stem with a 6bp loop) permeates the pore only for
voltages V42.5V. (c) A gel array indicating that 150-mer hpDNA
(12bp stem with a 76bp loop) permeates the same pore only for
voltages V42.0V. And (d) a gel array indicating that 105bp dsDNA
permeates the pore only for voltages V43.0V.
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shown in Figure 5c, for the 1.4 and 2.2nm pores, the
threshold is about V 1.5V. The largest threshold value,
V=2.25V, is found for pores with one axis ranging from
1.5nm 5 d52nm. Apparently, hpDNA can be forced
through pores with a diameter 41.5nm only if the voltage
is V41.5V.
A crude estimate for the number of DNA copies that
permeated the pore was determined through a comparison
of the measured ﬂuorescent intensity with controlled
dilutions (data not shown). Accordingly, in Figure 5a we
estimate that about 510
4 copies permeated the pore for
V52.25V. The number of DNA copies that permeated
the pore was also determined by qPCR. In correspondence
with the thresholds obtained from the gels, the qPCR data
shown in Figure 5b exhibits a consistently lower value.
For example, the threshold voltage for the 1.4nm pore is
V52V, while the gel shows V=2.25V. The relatively
lower threshold voltage can be attributed to the higher
sensitivity of qPCR.
Figure 5c summarizes the dependence of the threshold
voltage inferred from electrophoresis on the pore diam-
eter. We assume that the threshold voltage corresponds to
the minimum force required to impel a hairpin through
the pore. Assuming that the stem frustrates the permea-
tion of hpDNA, a large force corresponding to the change
in free energy, G, of the helix-coil transition will be
required to dissociate the bases and induce the transloca-
tion of DNA. The data of Figure 5c indicate the threshold
voltage collapses from  2 to 0.5V as the pore size
decreases from 1.5 to 1nm, indicative of a dramatic
change ( 4) in the force required to induce the helix-coil
transition. Assuming that a pore diameter d51.5nm
excludes dsDNA and precludes stretching, we attribute
this change in threshold to the diﬀerence between
stretching and unzipping DNA.
To assess the inﬂuence of pore geometry on the
pathways for the helix-coil transition, we performed
steered molecular dynamics simulations in the coil-ﬁrst
orientation, where the phosphate on the end of the coil
was pulled at a constant velocity of 1.0nm/ns. As
illustrated in Figure 6, the mechanics of a hairpin
permeating a pore depend dramatically on the diameter.
While in all cases the helical structure disappears, the ﬁnal
conformation for the smallest pore (Figure 6a) is much
diﬀerent than the ﬁnal conformation for the largest pore
(Figure 6d). In the case of the smallest pore, with a 1.8nm
diameter opening, (Figure 6a), the helix-coil transition
proceeded through the unzipping pathway. In contrast,
for a pore with 2.4nm opening (Figure 6d), the helix was
able to pass some distance into the pore. As the pore
diameter decreased along its axis, the double helical
(a)
(c)
(b)
(d)
2.9 ns 4.9 ns 11.2 ns 2.7 ns 4.0 ns 7.8 ns
3.0 ns 5.9 ns 9.4 ns 5.4 ns 8.1 ns 12.4 ns
1.0–1.8 nm 1.3–2.1 nm
1.4–2.2 nm 1.6–2.4 nm
Figure 6. Snapshots from steered molecular dynamics simulations of the helix-coil transition of DNA in a synthetic pore. In all cases, the phosphate
of the 50 terminal base on the single-stranded coil portion is pulled downward at a rate of 1nm/ns. The portion initially forming the single-stranded
coil is shown in blue, while the two portions with complementary sequences, initially forming a double-stranded helix, are shown in yellow and red,
respectively. The bases of the loop are colored the same as the nearest complementary portion. Each pore is a conic frustrum with the largest
diameter at the top. Note that the membrane thickness was chosen to increase the computational eﬃciency and is less than that in the experiments.
Nevertheless, the simulation results can be used to interpret experiment, as in these simulations the DNA translocation was induced by applying an
external mechanical force, not a transmembrane potential. In the two smallest pores, (a) with a diameter from 1.0 to 1.8nm and (b) with a diameter
from 1.3 to 2.1nm, the helix-coil transition occurs through unzipping of the bases. For the largest two pores, (c) with a diameter from 1.4 to 2.2nm
and (d) with a diameter 1.6–2.4nm, the helix-coil transition proceeds by stretching of the backbone.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2008, Vol. 36, No. 5 1539structure could no longer be maintained and transition
occurred by stretching and distortion.
Ostensibly, the force required to dissociate base-pairs is
diﬀerent depending on whether the DNA is unzipped by
pulling parallel to the bases or stretched by pulling
transverse to the base-pairs. It takes less force to unzip
DNA than to stretch the backbone. With the hpDNA’s
conformation unconstrained by the walls of the pore, the
bases can rotate so that much of the force is applied along
the axis of the hydrogen bonds connecting the bases.
Thus, helix-coil transition takes the unzipping pathway.
However, if the hairpin penetrates deep within the pore,
only a small portion of the force is directed along the axis
of the hydrogen bonds. The helix-coil transition therefore
occurs within the pore through stretching.
We attribute the sharp threshold voltage for permeation
of DNA to the distribution of the electrostatic potential
within the pore. We have previously shown that the
potential drops abruptly near the pore’s constriction
whether or not there is DNA in the constriction (10,13).
We ﬁnd that for a pore containing only electrolyte
and no DNA, the variation of the electrostatic potential
across the membrane follows the rule (10): V(z)/
Vbias=(1/ ) arctan(b(z z0)/Lmem), where the z0 repre-
sents the center of the membrane, Lmem is the membrane
thickness, and the geometrical factor bﬃ9.4. The
force on the molecule can be determined by diﬀeren-
tiating the potential distribution along the axis of
symmetry of the pore. Thus, the force on an elementary
test charge e=1.602 10
–19C is estimated to be:
FðzÞ¼eðbVbias= LmemÞ 1=ð1 þð bðz   z0Þ=LmemÞ
2, which
scales with the transmembrane potential and increases
rapidly near the center of the membrane. And the force on
a test charge near the center of the membrane is about:
FðzÞ eðbVbias= LmemÞ.
We can estimate the energy required to stretch a hairpin
from the corresponding force, Fstr, and the change in the
distance between bases that develops when the molecule is
stretched, xstr (5,6). According to our simulations, when
DNA is stretched, the ﬁnal separation can be as much as
x   0.57nm for each base, while the equilibrium length of
the paired region per base pair is 0.28nm, so that the
change in the separation due to stretching must be about
xstr 0.3nm. In simulations, 0.35nm is the equilibrium
distance between bases. The length of 0.28nm/pair reﬂects
the equilibrium end-to-end length of the 10-bp hairpin,
which is smaller than 0.35nm/pair due to curvature of the
duplex region. Therefore, the maximum energy required
to stretch the leading edge of the stem is approximately:
G ¼ð q =eÞ Fstrxstr   1:5   10 19J   49kBT where
q
  is the eﬀective charge in the pore. The eﬀective charge
at the leading edge of the stem could be as high as
q
 =2, but recently, using a direct measurement of the
force on a single DNA molecule, Keyser et al. (18)
estimated the eﬀective charge for DNA in synthetic
nanopores ranging in diameter from 6 to 15nm in
electrolyte ranging from 0.2 to 1M KCl to be
0.5 0.05e per base pair equivalent. And so, depending
on the eﬀective charge in the pore the free energy could
range over 12kBT5G549kBT, which is comparable to
the loop formation energy G   32kBT. Finally, in
contrast to the a-hemolysin, hpDNA can enter a synthetic,
solid-state nanopore in either the coil- or loop-ﬁrst
orientation, which could aﬀect our estimate of the
threshold and enthalpy. A molecular dynamics study is
underway to study permeation for both orientations of
hpDNA. Preliminary results indicate that a hairpin with
either orientation can squeeze through a nanopore that is
narrower than a DNA double helix provided that the
driving ﬁeld is high enough.
In summary, we observe a threshold voltage for
translocation of the hairpin through the pore that depends
sensitively on the diameter and the secondary structure of
the DNA. For a diameter 1.55d52.3nm the threshold
corresponds to the force required to stretch the stem of the
hairpin, while for 1.05d51.5nm, the threshold collapses
because the stem unzips with a lower force than required
for stretching. In related work, we have observed
a threshold voltage for the rupture of the bond between
a restriction enzyme and DNA that can be used to
discriminate single nucleotide polymorphisms (16).
Although speculative, it seems likely that the threshold
for a hairpin to permeate the pore is related to the free
energy and molecular stability, but an unambiguous
interpretation requires knowledge of the molecular con-
ﬁguration in the pore: i.e. whether the molecule enters
oriented coil- or loop-ﬁrst. This information could be
recovered through force spectroscopy studies of the
translocation of hairpins one at a time through the pore,
but ﬁrst we have to sort out the relationship between the
current transients and the conﬁguration of the molecule in
the pore.
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